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O
ne of the world’s most recognizable automotive brands, Mazda Motor 

Company manufactures roughly one million cars annually. To stay on the 

fast track, the infrastructure services department at Mazda North American 

Operations test-drove storage and virtualization options. Finding the right 

solution would help the department streamline business operations for 1,100 internal 

business users and more than 16,000 users at 800 dealerships across North America, as 

well as global projects assigned by the head office in Japan.

Virtualized servers and tiered storage helped Mazda minimize IT 

complexity and increase network and application performance,  

freeing IT to focus on initiatives that advance business innovation.

Mazda North American Operations

Accelerating performance through 
virtualized, tiered storage

However, storage constraints 

threatened to become a roadblock. 

“Our legacy storage architecture had 

adequate capacity but couldn’t provide 

the performance we needed to support 

virtualization,” says Kai Sookwongse, 

department manager for IT infrastructure 

services. Sookwongse and his team also 

needed to cut annual spending and 

maintenance time for over 200 physical 

servers requiring lengthy backup and 

snapshot processes. The staff spent 

significant time swapping out servers and 

moving critical applications.

Tiering to boost I/O throughput 

Sookwongse and his colleagues 

examined the Dell™ Compellent™ Storage 

Center storage area network (SAN) array 

based on Dell Fluid Data™ architecture. 

“Thanks to the way the architecture 

manages data at the block level, we 

discovered we could perform I/O  

writes to the storage system very rapidly,” 

says Sookwongse.

The Mazda infrastructure services 

department implemented a Compellent 

storage architecture with three tiers  

of capacity. Tier 1 comprises nine  

solid-state drives (SSDs) that handle 

VMware® virtualization software and 

high-performance databases, as well as an 
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SAP® accounting module and system-level 

functions such as Microsoft® Windows®  

OS page files. Tier 2 storage includes 

15,000 rpm Fibre Channel drives and covers 

lower-performing databases. Performance 

remained high enough to cover some SAP 

application support and write I/O to tier 2 

directly. Tier 3 comprises 7,200 rpm drives 

and is used for read-only storage, allowing 

read-concurrency performance as high as 

that in tier 1.

The Fluid Data architecture is designed 

to intelligently move information across 

and within the Compellent storage so 

organizations can scale up and out 

seamlessly. “The Dell Compellent SAN 

accelerates VMware performance and helps 

us get maximum value from our key storage 

assets,” says Sookwongse.

Virtualizing for performance gains

Mazda virtualized its SAP applications  

on 29 guest machines powered by  

four Dell PowerEdge™ R710 servers. 

“The newer, more powerful Dell servers 

support the virtualized environment 

extremely well,” says Barry Blakeley, 

infrastructure architect at Mazda North 

American Operations.

With an end-to-end virtualized server 

and storage architecture powered by the 

SAN in place, the Mazda infrastructure 

services department has substantially 

boosted application performance. “We 

are now enjoying performance gains 

anywhere from 80 to 400 percent,” 

Sookwongse says. “Critical applications 

like SAP actually run better.”

Compellent storage helped Mazda 

reduce the window for nightly batch jobs 

by 69 percent. Tight integration between 

Compellent storage and VMware software 

lets the IT team perform many backup 

deduplication tasks more quickly than 

before. Complete system snapshots now 

take 30 seconds using the Dell Compellent 

Data Instant Replay™ feature, and full 

backup routines that once took 16 hours 

now take 6 hours.

Furthermore, the auto-tiering capabilities 

of Storage Center helped reduce time-

consuming manual tasks. “We simply set 

up the storage profile, and the system 

automatically moves the data to the 

highest-performing storage tier based on 

the actual usage of the application,” says 

Blakeley. “It’s all handled without IT staff 

intervention, which frees our staff to focus 

on more important things.”

Innovating for the advantage

The Mazda infrastructure department 

has been able to cut annual spending on 

servers by 60 percent. Aggregating physical 

disks into logical virtual volumes allows the 

department to leverage a single dynamic 

pool of storage resources shared by virtual 

machines, regardless of disk type, RAID 

level, or server connectivity.

Mazda is steering its network environment 

toward 99 percent virtualization. Eighty 

percent of the network environment is 

virtualized, and hosting business-critical 

applications on virtual servers is now the 

standard North American service offering.

The new storage and middleware 

has improved the department’s ability to 

provision critical business applications on 

demand. “We support sales and marketing 

for all of North America, and virtualization 

is simply the most cost-effective way  

to support the various business units,”  

says Sookwongse.

The Mazda infrastructure services 

department now concentrates on helping 

the company become more efficient in 

daily operations. “We recently released 

an iPad application for dealers to use in 

the sales process, and we need to be 

agile to do that,” says Jim DiMarzio, CIO 

at Mazda North American Operations. 

“Our Dell Compellent system gives us the 

competitive advantage we need to come 

up with innovative new applications that 

work in mobile environments and be first 

to market.”

Driving performance, savings
Storage and server virtualization helped the Mazda infrastructure services department boost operational performance and reduce the 

amount of time it spends on support and management, allowing the company to reallocate resources to research and development. 

As a result, Mazda aims to attain 99 percent virtualization of its network environment, capitalizing on the benefits of virtualization.

400%
Mazda realized substantial 
gains in application 
performance—anywhere from 
80 percent to 400 percent—by 
virtualizing its storage.

6 hours
Integration between Compellent 
storage and VMware virtualization 
enabled the IT team to reduce  
full data backups from 16 hours  
to 6 hours.

60%
By leveraging the single pool of 
shared storage created through 
virtualization, the IT team was able 
to cut annual spending on physical 
servers by 60 percent.
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